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Introduction
This was the first examination of this unit for the new linear specification. There have been 
significant changes made to the assessment model from the previous specification. The 
changes have included:

an increased mathematical content (minimum 10% level 2 mathematics)

• an increased proportion of questions that involve the application of knowledge and data 
analysis

• a reduction in the number of mark points available for questions. It is now essential for 
candidates to correctly answer a question in order to gain full credit. Where there may 
have once been six or seven mark points available for a four mark question, there are 
now far fewer. This has resulted in the raising of demand of the mark scheme

• the specification is linear so approximately half of the marks for the paper are from 
topics one to four and half the marks are from topics eight to ten. This has made the 
examination more synoptic than in previous specifications. Topics one to four, common 
to AS and A Level include: Biological Molecules; Cells, Viruses and Reproduction of Living 
Things; Classification and Biodiversity; and Exchange and Transport. Topics eight to ten 
are:Origins of Genetic Variation; Control Systems; and Ecosystems.

This paper generated a very broad range of responses across all questions. Some very 
impressive examples of answers were seen by examiners indicating that many centres 
and candidates have fully embraced the changes to the specification, and many centres 
are preparing candidates very well. The majority of candidates were fully conversant with 
the command words used in questions and appreciated the difference in commands 
such as describe and explain. Most have got to grips with new commands such as comment 
on and compare and contrast. Many candidates found the increased mathematical demand 
challenging and candidates and centres should consult the mathematical section of the 
specification to ensure that they cover all the skills necessary. The examiners commented 
on the excellent use of vocabulary used by many candidates and strong analysis of the two 
level based questions.

The increased demand of the papers did, however, make them very challenging for less 
well-prepared candidates and many did not read data analysis questions carefully enough, 
gave little depth or detail and often left mathematics questions unanswered. There were a 
number of minor errors seen, such as not including units in calculations, or mixing up basic 
terms such as photosynthesis and respiration. Candidates should make sure that answers 
are very precise - answers that have several errors in them, or have inaccuracies, will not 
gain credit at this level. Some candidates underestimated the level of depth and detail 
required at A-level and wrote answers that, although acceptable at GCSE, lacked the depth 
or accuracy for A-level. It is often frustrating to see answers where candidates show some 
understanding of a topic but do not express themselves with appropriate vocabulary; 
for example, candidates should refer to impulses rather than signals or messages when 
discussing neurones. A small number of candidates ran out of time at the end of the exam: 
many of these had additional pages of writing for other questions - it is important to work 
at an appropriate pace and focus on the mark allocation for each question. It is unlikely that 
a question with an allocation of two marks will require in excess of six lines. 
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What went well:

• the majority of candidates and centres have fully understood the demands of the new 
specification and candidates are well prepared

• understanding of the new command words is good

• the use of vocabulary by many candidates is accurate

• most candidates have a good synoptic "feel" for the subject as a whole and can apply 
different aspects of their knowledge to answer questions

• mathematical skills were good on some aspects.

What went less well:

• some candidates did not read questions carefully enough and misunderstood command 
words

• some candidates did not have the requisite mathematical skills

• some candidates did not include enough detailed vocabulary in their answers and gave 
GCSE standard answers

• some candidates needed to pace themselves better in examinations and look carefully 
at the number of marks allocated to questions.
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Question 1 (b)
This question was answered well by many candidates showing a full understanding of the 
roles of auxin and cytokinins in the growth of lateral shoots. Stronger candidates related 
the evidence from the experiment to the role of auxins in preventing lateral bud outgrowth 
by suppressing the action of the cytokinins. Some candidates mixed up the roles of the two 
growth factors and stated that auxin stimulates lateral shoot growth. Many candidates did 
not refer back to the experiment and so wrote an answer that was not in the full context 
of the question. A common answer was that auxins and cytokinins are antagonistic, which 
whilst correct, does not explain what effects the two substances have on lateral shoot 
growth. A small number of candidates seemed unaware of the phenomena of apical 
dominance and their only knowledge of auxin was in phototropism.
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The candidate has given a confused answer that does not address the question.  
They are aware that auxins and cytokinins interact but this is just a restating of  
the question stem. There is some confusion as to whether cytokinins or auxins  
induce lateral shoot growth. It was awarded zero marks.

Examiner Comments

Always read questions carefully and think how you will structure your answers  
before putting pen to paper. Identify how many marks are available and then  
try to think how each mark point could be awarded.

Examiner Tip
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This answer gained all three marks. Clear references are made to auxins  
preventing lateral shoot growth and cytokinins promoting it. The role of  
auxin in the experiment is also discussed for mark point one.

Examiner Comments
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Question 2 (c) (i)
Candidates found this question surprisingly demanding. They were required to determine 
the time for one heartbeat and then use this to determine the pulse rate. Many did not 
look carefully at the scale and misread the values of the increments. Some candidates 
simply gave the length of time for one heartbeat, and others even divided the length of time 
for one heartbeat by 60 seconds giving a very small number. Candidates should always 
remember to think whether numerical answers seem appropriate before moving on to the 
next question.
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This is a correct answer with units and so gained the mark. The candidate  
used the scale correctly to determine the length of time for one beat and  
then divided 60 seconds by this time.

Examiner Comments

For calculations, show all working and ensure that units are given

Examiner Tip
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This is an incorrect answer. The candidate had not read the question  
carefully enough and simply measured the time taken for one heartbeat.  
They have also misread the scale and given the wrong time.

Examiner Comments

Read questions carefully and be careful that you understand the  
value of each increment when analysing scales.

Examiner Tip
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Question 2 (c) (ii)
This question discriminated well and a very broad range of answers was seen. Some 
answers were outstanding and gave excellent detail with impressive use of vocabulary. 
Some candidates misunderstood the question and gave answers that explained why the 
heart would need to speed up in terms of oxygen demand and respiration. Where answers 
scored less well, several common mistakes were seen including:

• using imprecise language; at A-level, candidates should refer to impulses travelling 
through neurones, not signals or messages;

• lack of detail or precision; many were aware that carbon dioxide concentration would 
increase, but failed to state in the blood. Similarly, many knew that chemoreceptors 
would respond but did not give a correct location;

• misconceptions: many thought that sympathetic neurones carry impulses up to the 
cardiac centre in the medulla and many did not appreciate that noradrenaline is 
released ono the sinoatrial node directly.

Questions that require descriptions at A-level require a high level of accurate detail and 
vague descriptions should be avoided.
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This is a very good answer that gained four marks out of four. Mark point  
one was not awarded for the increase in carbon dioxide because there was  
no link to the blood. Mark points two, three and four were awarded for  
stating that the chemoreceptors are in the carotid artery, impulses go to  
the medulla and impulses then pass down the sympathetic neurones.  
Mark point five was awarded for the direct effect of adrenaline on the S.A.  
node; it was not awarded for the effect of noradrenaline, as the candidate  
did not imply that noradrenaline directly stimulates the S.A. node.

Examiner Comments

Ensure that you give full detail in all your answers. It is very easy to just miss  
mark points by not adding detail. “Low pH is detected by chemoreceptors that  
send signals to the medulla” would gain zero marks; “low pH in the blood that  
is detected by chemoreceptors in the carotid artery that sends impulses to  
the medulla” would gain three marks.

Examiner Tip

This answer has a lot of correct terminology but it is often in the wrong context  
or lacking depth. One mark was awarded for the impulses passing to the cardiac  
control centre. No marks were awarded for the idea of chemoreceptors, as no  
location was given, and no mark was awarded for the change of pH as it was  
not linked to the blood.

Examiner Comments
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Question 3 (b) (i)
This question required candidates to be able to translate a decimal number into standard 
form correctly, read a value from a graph and then calculate a percentage. Stronger 
responses usually gained two marks, although many failed to give units. Common errors 
included not correctly translating the number into standard form, and mis-reading the y-axis 
on the graph. A surprising number of candidates were able to correctly identify 76%, but 
were unable to use it to calculate the change in length.

This is an example of a correct calculation. The candidate has shown all the  
stages in the calculation, and has written the answer with the correct units.

Examiner Comments

Always show working in your calculations. Even if the final answer is incorrect,  
some credit may be available for correct methods.

Examiner Tip
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This answer gained one mark for the correct identification of 76%. The candidate  
did not use this value correctly and so did not gain the second mark.

Examiner Comments
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Question 3 (b) (ii)
This question generated a very broad range of responses with many candidates gaining 
at least one mark, but only the strongest gained all four. Many candidates were able to 
recognise that preventing translation had a greater effect on the growth of pollen tubes. A 
common mistake was simply to state that translation has a bigger role in pollen tube growth 
rather than appreciating that stopping translation reduces the growth of the pollen tube. 
Fewer candidates gave answers with more detail regarding the data. It is good practice 
when looking at data sets to carry out some form of manipulation of the data, such as 
calculating the difference in percentage that different dosages of the chemicals caused. 
Many candidates simply quoted data points without carrying out any form of manipulation 
of the figures. Only stronger candidates made valid conclusions which were focused on 
the idea that since preventing transcription had less effect than preventing translation, it 
implied that there was already mRNA present and that the synthesis of new proteins is 
essential for pollen tube growth. Another frequent misconception was that translation was 
more important, or that translation has a bigger role in pollen tube growth.
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This is a good answer that gained three out of the four marks. The candidate  
has made a clear indication that chemical B reduces pollen tube growth the  
most, gaining mark point one; they go on to gain two further marks for explaining  
that mRNA is already present and new proteins need to be synthesised for pollen  
tube growth. Mark point two is not awarded as there is no clear manipulation  
of the data to make a comparison.

Examiner Comments

When given data sets, always carry out numerical manipulations to make  
comparisons, do not simply give data points. Try to draw valid conclusions  
about the data, explaining how you reach your conclusions.

Examiner Tip

This answer gained two marks for the ideas that chemical B has a bigger effect  
on pollen tube growth and that translation is essential for enzyme and protein  
production for pollen tube growth. Although the candidate has referred to data  
points, there is no manipulation of the data.

Examiner Comments
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This is a very strong answer that gained all four marks. There is a clear indication  
that chemical B has a greater effect on pollen tube growth, and more detail is given  
by referring to the levelling off of the effect of chemical A, whilst chemical B causes  
a fall to zero. The candidate explains the data by stating that sufficient transcription  
must have already occurred and that translation ensures that there is synthesis of  
new proteins for enzymes or tube growth.

Examiner Comments
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Question 4 (a) (ii)
Most candidates were able to correctly recognise that light must pass through the ganglion 
and bipolar cells before reaching the rods and cones. A significant number of candidates 
incorrectly drew the arrow in the opposite direction.

This example shows the arrow in the correct direction
Examiner Comments
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This example shows a common error with the arrow pointing in the incorrect direction
Examiner Comments
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Question 4 (a) (iii)
This question discriminated well between candidates, with stronger candidates often writing 
excellent, very accurate answers that gained all three marks. Many candidates clearly 
have an excellent understanding of the structure of the retina and appreciate how spatial 
summation occurs between rods and bipolar cells. Many candidates correctly referred 
to the high sensitivity of rhodopsin and the large quantity that is found in rod cells; the 
examiners also noted that there is significant evidence for candidates extending their 
knowledge beyond the bounds of the specification by correctly describing the properties 
of iodopsin. Weaker candidates often gained one mark for describing how several rods 
connect to a bipolar neurone (or one cone attaches to a bipolar neurone) but then did not 
extend their explanation any further. Some had a tendency to restate the questions by 
simply stating that rods are more sensitive. A few thought that a single rod attached to a 
bipolar neurone.
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This answer gained one mark for the idea of the high sensitivity of rhodopsin.  
The candidate almost gains mark point one for the idea of one cone attaching  
to a bipolar neurone but unfortunately negates this by stating that a single rod  
cell also connects to a bipolar neurone.

Examiner Comments

Think carefully about what you write. Rushed comments that are incorrect  
can sometimes lose credit that would have been gained elsewhere.

Examiner Tip

This is a very good answer that gained three marks. The candidate clearly describes  
how one cone attaches to one bipolar neurone, gaining mark point one, and goes  
on to state that convergence of generator potentials occurs resulting in a depolarisation  
and action potential to gain mark points two and three. They also go on to discuss how  
iodopsin is found in cone cells and requires high light intensity.

Examiner Comments
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This is a very good answer that gained three marks. The candidate has correctly  
described the connections and gone on to explain how convergence occurs to  
overcome a threshold and generate an action potential.

Examiner Comments
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This answer gains only one mark. The candidate correctly describes the  
connections between rod and bipolar neurone but does not go on to  
explain how this improves sensitivity.

Examiner Comments
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Question 4 (b) (i)
This question was found to be very challenging by many candidates with only the strongest 
gaining both marks. A large number did not read the question carefully enough, thus not 
appreciating that colour blindness is a sex-linked condition, with many suggesting that 
both parents of a colour-blind child would have to be heterozygous. This is incorrect as it 
would imply that males would be heterozygous when they only have one X chromosome. 
Candidates often failed to give reference to any particular crosses - it is worth noting for 
future reference that it is good practice, when asked to state the evidence from pedigree 
diagrams, to identify the parts of the diagram that show the evidence. Some candidates 
thought that a recessive condition would have fewer individuals with that phenotype 
and others thought that the fact only males suffered from it was firm evidence for colour 
blindness being a recessive condition. When candidates did gain both marks, it was typically 
for correctly identifying two parents without colour blindness that have a son with colour 
blindness, and then adding that the mother would have to be a carrier as she passes on her 
X chromosome to the son.
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Always indicate the individuals in a genetic cross that provide the evidence  
for a conclusion.

Examiner Tip

This is a very good answer that gains both marks. The candidate has identified  
that parents 6 & 7 have a colour-blind son, individual 4, and that the mother (6)  
is not colour blind. They then explain that the mother (6) must be heterozygous.

Examiner Comments
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This answer does not gain any marks. A correct cross is identified but  
there is no indication why this provides evidence. The son is recognised  
as colour-blind but the candidate has not stated that the mother is not.  
They have also erroneously stated that both parents would have to  
be carriers.

Examiner Comments
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This answer gained one mark. It is an example of how a candidate could  
have gained credit without referring to a specific cross. The candidate correctly  
recognises that the mother must be a carrier but is unaffected (mark point four)  
but does not quite gain mark point three as there is no indication that the son  
has gained her affected X chromosome.

Examiner Comments
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This was a common answer that gained one mark for recognising that  
unaffected parents have had an affected son. The candidate then incorrectly  
states that both parents would be carriers and so does not gain mark point two.

Examiner Comments
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Question 4 (b) (ii)
This question discriminated well, with many candidates gaining all three marks. Many 
candidates drew very accurate, well set out genetic diagrams, and the examiners 
commented on how good some of these were. The commonest error was not recognising 
that colour blindness is a sex- linked condition and so some simply drew out crosses 
between two heterozygous parents. This would gain them one mark if they correctly stated 
the probability as 0.25. Some candidates gave ratios (3:1), rather than probabilities. Many 
chose unusual symbols for their crosses, and for future reference, sex-linked crosses are 
best illustrated by a capital X with a superscript allele attached (XC). Some weaker responses 
said that the Y chromosome of the males would also have an allele attached to it.

This is an almost a fully correct answer. The candidate gained mark point three  
for correctly calculating 25 %, and mark point one for stating the parental genotypes.  
They have unfortunately not carried out the cross correctly and one of the genotypes  
of the offspring is wrong.

Examiner Comments

Set genetic diagrams out neatly using keys and clearly identify all genotypes,  
alleles and phenotypes. Check the cross to make sure that there are no errors.

Examiner Tip
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This is a very good answer that gained all three marks. The diagram is clearly  
laid out and all aspects of it are correct.

Examiner Comments
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This is an example of a common error where the candidate has not  
appreciated that the cross is sex-linked. Only one mark was gained for  
the correct probability.

Examiner Comments
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Question 5 (a) (i)
This question required candidates to give a full detailed description of the events leading up 
to the formation of an EPSP in the postsynaptic neurone. Stronger responses often gained 
all four marks, giving very detailed descriptions that used correct nomenclature. Many 
candidates had a rudimentary understanding of the process but often did not use precise 
language. Common errors included:

• not referring to the presynaptic terminal

• referring to calcium rather than calcium ions or Ca+ rather than Ca2+

• not stating that vesicles fuse with the presynaptic membrane 

• stating that the acetylcholine binds to the postsynaptic membrane rather than 
receptors. 

Some candidates misread the question and described the postsynaptic events that lead to 
the production of an action potential. It is essential to use very accurate, precise language at 
A-level in order to gain maximum credit.
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This is an excellent, very accurate and detailed answer that gained all the  
mark points. The candidate clearly refers to the action potential arriving at  
the presynaptic knob, the opening of calcium channels, the fusion of the  
vesicles with the presynaptic membrane, the diffusion of the acetylcholine  
across the cleft and the binding to receptors and influx of sodium ions in  
the postsynaptic neurone. A very strong answer.

Examiner Comments

Clear use of detailed terminology is essential to gain maximum credit.  
This answer gained all four marks but missing a few words would have  
a big effect: an impulse arrives, calcium moves into the membrane causing  
the release of acetylcholine which binds to receptors on the postsynaptic  
neurone would gain zero marks.

Examiner Tip
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This is another good example that gained four marks. The first mark point  
is not awarded as the impulse does not arrive at the pre-synaptic terminal  
but all other mark points are clearly evident.

Examiner Comments
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This is a good answer but misses the first two mark points. There is no mention  
of the impulse arriving at the pre-synaptic terminal and no reference to calcium  
channels opening so mark points one and two are not awarded. All other mark  
points are awarded. The candidate clearly understands from their notes at the  
end of the answer that calcium ions are involved but has not made any  
proper explanation of this.

Examiner Tip
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This is a good example of where a lack of detail loses an answer credit. This answer  
only gained one mark but is very close on others. Mark point one is just missed as there  
is no reference to the synaptic terminal. Mark point two is missed as the candidate refers  
to calcium rather than calcium ions. Mark point three is missed as the neurotransmitter  
is not within vesicles. Mark point four is awarded for the passing of neurotransmitters  
across the cleft. Mark point five is not awarded as there is no mention of sodium  
ion movement.

Examiner Comments

Use accurate language. If you are referring to ions, make this clear in  
your answer. If you use symbols make sure that they are correct,  
e.g. Ca2+ is correct, Ca+ is not correct.

Examiner Tip
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Question 5 (b)
This question was found to be challenging by many candidates with only stronger 
responses gaining more than one mark. Many candidates correctly recognised that an 
action potential only forms after a threshold has been achieved or when stimulation 
of A was high and B was low. Fewer went on to explain that this was a consequence of 
the higher levels of acetylcholine compared to glutamate or the higher EPSP compared 
to the IPSP. Some candidates correctly recognised that if levels of glutamate were high, 
no action potential occurred due to the inflow of chloride ions making the membrane 
hyperpolarised or further away from the threshold. Several misconceptions were evident: 
some thought that acetylcholine and glutamate bound the same receptor and so glutamate 
blocked the acetylcholine; a significant number of candidates appreciated that glutamate 
caused chloride ions to move but thought that they would move out (this would cause a 
depolarisation of the membrane) and others thought that chloride ions were positively 
charged. Unfortunately, a significant number of candidates did not appreciate that 
the question was looking for an explanation and just gave a description of the results. 
Candidates should be clear of the difference between describe and explain.
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This answer gained one mark for stating that an action potential only occurs  
when stimulation of A is high and B is low. The candidate does not go on to  
give any explanation as to why this occurs and so does not gain further credit.

Examiner Comments

If a question asks for an explanation, do not just give a description.

Examiner Tip
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This is an excellent answer that both describes and explains the results and  
so gained all three marks. The candidate clearly states that an action potential  
only occurs when A is high and B is low and then goes on to explain this in terms  
of acetylcholine and glutamate. The candidate also explains that stimulation of  
neurone B and the release of glutamate causes hyperpolarisation in the neurone.

Examiner Comments
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This is a good answer that gained two marks. Mark point one is awarded  
for stating that an action potential occurs with high stimulation of A and  
low stimulation of B. This answer also gained mark point four for explaining  
how the increase in negative chloride ions in the neurone makes the inside  
more negative.

Examiner Comments
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This is a confused answer that gained no marks. Mark point one was not awarded  
as there is no recognition that stimulation of neurone B must be low for an action  
potential to occur. Mark point four was not awarded as the candidate has stated that  
the inflow of chloride ions will reduce the electrochemical gradient which implies a  
depolarisation rather than a hyperpolarisation.

Examiner Comments
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This is a good answer that gained two marks. The candidate has stated that  
an action potential occurs if a threshold is overcome (mark point one) and  
then explains that acetylcholine must exceed glutamate (mark point two).

Examiner Comments
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Question 6 (a)
The majority of candidates were able to correctly identify the organelle as the nucleus. The 
most frequent wrong answers were: nucleolus, lysosome and cytoplasm.

Question 6 (b)
This question required candidates to measure a scale bar and use it with the equation for 
magnification to determine the magnification of the diagram. They were then expected 
to measure the nucleus and use their calculated value of magnification and the formula 
to calculate the real length of the nucleus. A surprising number of candidates found this 
question very challenging. Very few showed any working and most seemed to prefer to try 
to work out how many scale bars would fit into the nucleus rather than first calculating the 
magnification - this approach is correct but is often more prone to error. Many candidates 
gave incorrect units and it is useful if an estimate of the length is made before starting 
on any calculation - a nucleus that seems to measure 5.3 m in diameter would imply a 
mistake has been made in the calculation. Several candidates appeared to have no access to 
a ruler and others mistook maximum diameter for mean diameter.

This answer gained no marks. The diameter is out of tolerance. The candidate  
has correctly stated the equation for magnification but has not shown their  
working. It should also be noted that the units given are very ambiguous and  
it is not clear whether they are millimetres or micrometres.

Examiner Comments
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Show all working and ensure that units are correct. Always consider  
whether your answer is in the correct magnitude.

Examiner Tip

This answer gained two marks. The final answer is correct (which was awarded  
two marks) and the candidate has given all their working to make it clear how  
the final answer has been calculated.

Examiner Comments
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This answer gained two marks. The candidate has no working - if the final  
answer had been incorrect due to an error in the calculation, no marks  
would have been awarded.

Examiner Comments
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Question 6 (c)
This question was answered well with the majority of candidates gaining at least one mark. 
Most were able to state that the Golgi is responsible for the modification of proteins and 
many wrote excellent, detailed descriptions of the addition of lipids and carbohydrates. 
Many good descriptions of the transfer of vesicles containing protein from the rough 
endoplasmic reticulum to the Golgi and subsequent packaging of the modified protein into 
vesicles were seen. Candidates should be careful about the use of the terms exocytosis and 
endocytosis, as they are often using in the wrong context.

This is a very good answer that gained all three marks. The candidate states  
that the Golgi modifies the protein into lipoproteins, packages it in vesicles  
and then releases it by vesicle fusion with the cell membrane.

Examiner Comments

When referring to vesicles and membranes, always refer to the fusion  
of the membranes.

Examiner Tip
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This is an excellent example that gained three marks. Mark point one was  
awarded for the movement of vesicle with protein from the rough endoplasmic  
reticulum, mark point two for the modification of the proteins and mark point  
three for the enzyme leaving the Golgi in a vesicle.

Examiner Comments
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Question 6 (d)
Many candidates found this question demanding, with a significant number misinterpreting 
the graph. The graph showed that calcium ions were entering the cell by facilitated 
diffusion. As the concentration of calcium ions increased, the rate of diffusion increased 
due to an increasing concentration gradient. When the graph levelled off, it was due to the 
number of calcium ion channels becoming a limiting factor. It was common for candidates 
to incorrectly assume that the horizontal axis represented time, and that the graph was 
showing the uptake of calcium ions by diffusion increasing over time until there was 
no concentration gradient, at which point the graph levelled off. It is important to read 
questions carefully and not jump to conclusions.  
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This example gained no marks. There is no recognition that the calcium ions  
enter by facilitated diffusion and the candidate has assumed that the horizontal  
axis is time and that ions are entering until an equilibrium is reached.

Examiner Comments

Be careful to read the labels on graph axes carefully before jumping to conclusions.

Examiner Tip
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This is a good answer and it is clear that the candidate has understood the  
question. Mark point one was awarded for the appreciation of the increasing  
concentration gradient and mark point two for understanding that the rate has  
levelled off due to the ion channels becoming limiting. No mention is made of  
facilitated diffusion so mark point three is not awarded.

Examiner Comments
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This is an excellent answer that gained all three mark points. Mark point one  
was awarded for the increased concentration gradient increasing the rate of  
uptake, mark point two for the idea that the ion channels eventually limit the  
rate of diffusion and mark point three for the correct reference to facilitated diffusion.

Examiner Comments
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Question 7 (a) (i)
This question required candidates to give a description of the processes of crossing over 
between the chromatids of homologous chromosomes and independent assortment. There 
was a great deal of confusion regarding the process of crossing over with many candidates 
not referring to homologous chromosomes and many others describing the crossing over 
as taking place between sister chromatids. Around half the candidates gained at least one 
mark with only stronger responses gaining both. Some candidates thought that random 
fertilisation occurred during meiosis.

This answer gained two marks for correctly describing the processes of  
crossing over and independent assortment. A clear reference is given to  
the homologous chromosomes.

Examiner Comments
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Make sure that you know the differences between meiosis and mitosis.

Examiner Tip

This answer gained no credit and is a good example of common errors that  
were seen. The candidate has discussed random fertilisation and mutation  
neither of which would produce combinations of new alleles in gametes.

Examiner Comments
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This answer gained one mark for the correct description of crossing over.  
The candidate mentions independent assortment but then gives an incorrect  
description of it as allowing random gametes to fuse together.

Examiner Comments
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Question 7 (a) (ii)
Many candidates were correctly able to state all the possible genotypes. The most common 
error was not making a clear distinction between a capital and lower case letter C. 
Candidates should be careful to use the correct letters in genetic crosses.

Question 7 (a) (iii)
This question discriminated well. It required candidates to look at the final genotypes 
and phenotypes of the rabbits and effectively work backwards to determine the parental 
genotypes. Stronger responses correctly derived the parental genotypes and drew clear, 
labelled genetic diagrams to gain all three marks. Some candidates left the question 
blank or gave random parental genotypes. Despite the instruction to show working, some 
candidates only wrote down the final answer and could only gain one mark. Similarly to 
question 7(a)(ii), a significant number of candidates did not exercise enough care when 
writing capital and lower case letters.
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This answer gained all three marks. Despite not being set out neatly, the  
parental genotypes are clearly stated and the working shows the F1 generation  
genotypes being crossed and the F2 offspring.

Examiner Comments

Set out genetic diagrams clearly, give a key and label the phenotypes.

Examiner Tip
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This answer gained two marks for correctly stating the F1 genotypes and the  
resultant F2 genotypes. Unfortunately, the candidate has not worked back to  
give the parental genotypes.

Examiner Comments
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This is a very good answer that gains all three marks for stating the  
parental, F1, and F2 genotypes.

Examiner Comments
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This answer gained one mark for correctly stating the parental genotypes.  
No reference is made, however, to the F1 or F2 genotypes.

Examiner Comments
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Question 7 (b)
This question was found to be very demanding by a large number of candidates and the 
answers seen showed a large number of misconceptions. Very few candidates gained all 
three marks, with many gaining zero or one mark. Some candidates did not understand that 
the command "compare and contrast" requires both similarities and differences, and full 
credit will not be awarded for only describing one aspect. For the similarities, it had to be 
clear that the candidate was pointing out what was similar, and for differences references 
had to be made to both forms of selection. Key misconceptions included:

• the term gene being confused with the term allele. Phrases such as "large number of 
genes" and "large number of alleles" mean different things;

• stating that disruptive selection occurs in a changing environment whilst stabilising 
occurs in a stable one;

• stating that disruptive selection increases genetic diversity whilst stabilising reduces it. 
Both will, in fact, reduce genetic diversity;

• stating that disruptive selection developed two new species. It is true that it may lead to 
the production of new species but this does not occur automatically (it actually leads to 
the production of two distinct phenotypes or populations);

• confusing disruptive selection with directional selection;

Many candidates drew diagrams - this is a very good way of helping an explanation: 
however, diagrams should be annotated and labelled. Many diagrams were, however, 
inaccurate.
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This is a good answer that gained two marks for the ideas of selected for  
or against extremes and the production of two or more population. The candidate  
has given no similarities.

Examiner Comments

If a question is “compare and contrast”, you will need both similarities and differences.

Examiner Tip

This example gained no marks. The diagram has no annotations or explanation.  
If the candidate had clearly shown “before and after” diagrams for both forms  
of selection, and labelled the axes, marks may have been awarded. The answer  
is also too confused to gain any credit.

Examiner Comments
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This answer gained no marks. The candidate describes how extreme phenotypes  
are selected for in disruptive selection but does not go on to give an accurate explanation  
of what occurs in stabilising selection. The diagram for stabilising selection shows  
directional selection.

Examiner Comments
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This answer gained no marks. The answer has correct elements in it but there  
is also a great deal of confusion. The diagram showing stabilising selection is  
also incorrect.

Examiner Comments
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This is a good answer that gained two marks for the idea of selecting  
for and against the intermediate phenotype and the fact that both change  
allele frequency. The last paragraph is describing the process of speciation  
rather than disruptive selection.

Examiner Comments
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Question 8 (a) (i)
This question required candidates to give a description of net primary productivity 
(NPP) which they could do in several ways. The most common correct answer seen was 
a statement that it is the gross primary productivity minus respiratory losses. Other 
candidates correctly described NPP as the energy available to the primary consumers. There 
was some confusion however, and some candidates mixed up NPP with GPP and thought it 
was the total energy fixed in photosynthesis. Another common mistake was to give vague 
references to light energy being stored in plants or used to grow. Candidates should try to 
write precise, accurate definitions.

This answer gained no marks. The candidate has confused NPP with GPP and has  
made no reference to respiration. The annotation on the diagram is also incorrect.

Examiner Comments
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This is a good example of a correct answer. One mark was awarded.
Examiner Comments
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This is an excellent answer that clearly states that NPP = GPP - R. 

GPP is correctly described as the energy from photosynthesis.

Examiner Comments
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Question 8 (a) (ii)
Many candidates found this question very challenging with only a few gaining both marks. 
The question required candidates to appreciate that NPP is the result of the energy fixed 
by photosynthesis minus the respiratory losses. If temperature increases, both respiration 
rate and photosynthesis rate increase provided that light intensity is not limiting. If light is 
limiting, the rate of respiration increases with temperature but photosynthesis does not 
so that NPP falls. Many candidates just referred to photosynthesis getting faster. Common 
incorrect answers included:

• stating that respiration rate exceeded photosynthesis rate. This would cause NPP to 
become negative which is not true.

• suggesting that the enzymes in the plants denatured at higher temperatures.

This answer gained no marks. The candidate is aware that photosynthesis and  
respiration rates are involved; it is not true, however, that respiration rate exceeded  
photosynthesis rate.

Examiner Comments

Be careful with the language you use in your answers. You need to explain  
the points accurately.

Examiner Tip
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This is a very good answer that gained both mark points. It is clear that the  
candidate understands how the relative rates of respiration and photosynthesis  
affect NPP in both light intensities.

Examiner Comments
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Question 8 (b)
This question was the first extended, levels-based question on the paper. These questions 
are not marked on a point based mark scheme but using level descriptors. Indicative 
content is given in the mark scheme but it is not necessary for a candidate to mention all 
the points and additional creditworthy material can be included. This question required 
candidates to explain the process of succession in an abandoned field and link their 
theoretical knowledge to the graph. A purely descriptive account would only gain a level one 
mark (one or two marks). If a candidate gave a detailed description of succession in the field 
together with some explanation of succession and either the changes in minerals or NPP, 
a level two mark was awarded (three or four marks). To gain a level three mark (five or six 
marks), candidates had to give a detailed description and explanation of succession, explain 
the changes to both minerals and NPP and this had to be for the whole time period; it was 
also important that there were no major errors evident.

A very good range of answers were seen, some of which were of very high quality. Answers 
that gained six marks often explained the process of succession in detail, explained how 
niches changed, explained how mineral ions are formed from decay but reduced in quantity 
due to conifers not losing leaves and explained how a reduced proportion of photosynthetic 
tissue in trees lowers NPP. Weaker answers tended to give a basic description of succession 
with little reference to the graphs. Many candidates did not give answers that explained 
the full time period - the dip in NPP and mineral ions was important here. Some candidates 
included basic errors, such as mixing up photosynthesis with respiration, and as such could 
not gain a level three mark. Candidates should try to take a positive view of the six-mark 
questions as the level based mark scheme enables them to gain full credit in different ways 
rather than looking for key points.
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This is a weak answer that gained one mark. There is no real explanation  
so it was classed as a level one answer. There is very little detail and the  
description is only weakly linked to the data so one mark was awarded.

Examiner Comments
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This answer gained two marks. The answer is almost purely descriptive with  
little explanation. Where explanation is made of NPP, a major error is evident  
- photosynthesis and respiration are mixed up.

Examiner Comments
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This answer was awarded three marks. There is a description of succession  
and some attempt is made at an explanation which makes the answer better  
than level one. There is no real description of the full time period and the description  
is not detailed, so it is not a level three answer. It is a level two answer but the limited  
explanation means that it gained three marks.

Examiner Comments
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This answer was awarded four marks. It has a description of succession but  
not in enough detail for level three. There is a good attempt at an explanation  
so it was classed as a level two answer and the good explanations means that  
it gained four marks rather than three.

Examiner Comments
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This is a very strong answer that was awarded five marks. A detailed description  
of succession is given along with explanations of the changes in diversity, NPP  
and minerals. The answer considers the full time period and gives a detailed  
explanation of mineral ion changes. A little more explanation of the changes  
in NPP would have given this answer six marks.

Examiner Comments

Make sure that you explore all aspects of data that are given to you to analyse.

Examiner Tip
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This was an excellent answer that was awarded six marks. A full detailed  
description along with explanation of all areas without any errors meant  
that this was classed as a level three answer and the level of depth  
enabled it to gain six marks.

Examiner Comments
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Question 9 (a) (i)
This question tested a standard mathematical skill that candidates are expected to know 
- the calculation of the initial reaction rate of an enzyme from a curve. To gain full credit, a 
correct tangent had to be drawn and the gradient of the tangent calculated. A surprising 
number of candidates did not attempt the question and a significant number seemed to be 
unaware that to calculate the initial rate of reaction, a tangent to the curve must be drawn. 
Some candidates did gain all three marks and clearly understood how to draw a tangent 
and calculate the gradient. If candidates drew the tangent incorrectly (which many did), 
marks were still available for calculating the gradient correctly. Candidates were restricted 
to one mark if they calculated the gradient of the initial part of the curve without drawing 
a tangent. Candidates should ensure that they familiarise themselves with all the requisite 
mathematical skills listed in the specification; there is also a useful student mathematics 
guide available on the Pearson website.   http://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/
pdf/A%20Level/Biology/2015/teaching-and-learning-materials/Biology_Maths_Student_
Guide_-_FINAL.pdf
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This is a very good answer that gains all three marks. The tangent is drawn  
correctly and the gradient then calculated correctly. Units are also included.

Examiner Comments

Don’t forget to show all working and include units.

Examiner Tip
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This gained one mark. The tangent is wrong so mark point one was not awarded.  
The x-axis has not been read correctly so mark point two was not awarded.  
Mark point three was awarded as a transfer error, for correctly carrying out  
a gradient calculation.

Examiner Comments
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Question 9 (a) (ii)
This question required candidates to use their knowledge of how pH affects enzyme 
activity to explain how adding citric acid alters that activity of the enzyme polyphenol 
oxidase. Stronger responses gave very detailed descriptions of the effects of H+ ions on 
hydrogen and ionic bonds, the effect on the shape of the active site and how this prevents 
the substrate from binding. Candidates should be careful to give accurate terminology as 
many simply stated that the enzyme would be affected rather than referring to the active 
site. Some listed all the tertiary bonds, including disulfide bonds, as being affected which 
is incorrect. A few very confused answers were seen that suggested that citric acid is a 
competitive inhibitor and would fit into the active site, or that it absorbs oxygen to prevent 
browning. Many candidates just stated that the enzymes denatured; whilst this is correct, a 
little more detail is required at A-level to explain what the term denature actually means.

This answer gained one mark for the idea of a change of shape of the active site.  
The candidate suggested that the acid breaks bonds but did not name the bonds.  
They also did not clearly state that the substrate will no longer bind in the active site.

Examiner Comments

Be careful to use the correct terminology when discussing enzymes. Terms  
such as active site, tertiary structure, hydrogen bonds, and ionic bonds should  
be used where appropriate. The term denaturation is correct, but at A-level,  
you should add more detail to explain what denaturation actually is.

Examiner Tip
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This answer gained one mark for the idea of substrate no longer fitting into  
the active site. No mention is made of why the active site shape changes.

Examiner Comments

This is a very good answer that gained two marks. The candidate clearly  
states that the hydrogen ions interfere with hydrogen bonds and goes on  
to explain how this will alter the shape of the active site so that the substrate  
no longer fits.

Examiner Comments
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Question 9 (a) (iii)
In this question, candidates were presented with the structures of the substrate of the 
enzyme, polyphenol oxidase, and an inhibitor, tropolone, and asked to explain why 
tropolone affects the rate of enzyme activity. Most of the candidates were able to deduce 
that the structures of the two molecules were similar and so tropolone was a competitive 
inhibitor. Some candidates incorrectly considered that the structure of tropolone was 
significantly different to that of monophenol and so was acting as a non-competitive 
inhibitor. Candidates should remember that whilst the structures, or shapes, of competitive 
inhibitors may be similar to substrates, they are unlikely to be identical. Some candidates 
tried to use their knowledge of chemistry to predict how tropolone would react with 
monophenol - candidates should be aware that the examination is seeking to assess 
knowledge of the A-level Biology course and whilst A-level Chemistry is a useful subject to 
study in combination with biology, the biology exams would not seek to directly test it.
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This answer gained one mark. The candidate correctly states that tropolone  
is similar in shape to monophenol to gain a mark and then goes on to say that  
it will inhibit the active site - this was not enough to convey the idea of  
binding in the active site.

Examiner Comments

Be careful to make it very clear what you mean in your answers. Do not use  
phrases like “similar structure” when you mean to say “tropolone has a similar  
structure to monophenol”. Examiners can only mark what you present to them  
on the paper.

Examiner Tip

This answer almost gained both marks but only gained mark point two for  
the idea of competitive inhibition. The candidate states that there is a “similar  
structure” but does not go on to tell us which molecules are similar. They state  
that the reaction is slowed but do not state that this is due to substrate being  
able to bind in the active site.

Examiner Comments
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This answer gained no marks. The candidate has mixed up competitive 
and non-competitive inhibition.

Examiner Comments
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This is an excellent answer that gained two marks and actually shows all  
three mark points. The candidate clearly states that tropolone and monophenol  
are similar and tropolone is a competitive inhibitor. They go on to explain that  
tropolone prevents the monophenol binding to the active site.

Examiner Comments
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Question 9 (b) (ii)
This question required candidates to use their knowledge of mutations and protein 
structure to explain why mutation to the gene of the enzyme would result in a non-
functional enzyme. Most candidates understood that the sequence of amino acids would 
change, but when expressing this on paper, they should be careful to explain that the 
primary sequence changes and not give a vague term such as "different polypeptide". Fewer 
candidates referred to the R groups being different or gave named secondary and tertiary 
bonds. Around half of the candidates were able to use the term tertiary structure - it is 
important to use correct terminology and not just give vague statements such as "change 
the structure of the enzyme". Some very strong answers were seen that gave excellent 
descriptions of altered tertiary bonds and the effects on structures such as the alpha-helix 
and beta-pleated sheet.

This is a very good answer that gained all three marks. The candidate clearly  
explains that the amino acid sequence would change and then goes on to state  
the effect on the tertiary structure, active site and inability of substrate to bind.

Examiner Comments
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When discussing protein structures, always refer to the specific bond  
types that are used in each structure.

Examiner Comments

This is a good answer that gained two marks. There is a degree of imprecision  
in the answer where the candidate states that the amino acid sequence of the gene  
is different - this could imply that a gene is made of amino acids and not nucleotides.  
Mark point one is awarded though, as the candidate describes the different primary  
structure and then goes on to describe the different tertiary structure for mark point  
three. No mention is made of the R groups, bond types or effect on the active site.

Examiner Comments
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This is a very good answer that gained three marks: mark point one for  
reference to different amino acid sequence, mark point two for referring  
to different R groups and mark point three for explaining the effect on  
the active site.

Examiner Comments

This answer gained no marks and is a good illustration of how a lack of precision  
can lose marks. The candidate appreciates that the polypeptide chain is different  
but does not explain that there is a difference in the amino acid sequence. There is  
an attempt at explaining the effects on the active site but no reference to the change  
of shape of the active site, so that mark point four was not awarded.

Examiner Comments
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Question 10 (a) (i)
The majority of candidates showed a very good understanding of the role of CITES and 
were able to explain that it is a treaty that aims to reduce hunting or trading of endangered 
species. Fewer referred to the idea that it is a treaty that only affects those countries who 
sign it. A few candidates gave descriptions of in situ and ex situ conservation rather than 
explaining that the treaty is primarily about reducing trade of species. 

This is a good answer that explains that the treaty is agreed between different  
governments and aims to reduce activities such as poaching. It gained two marks.

Examiner Comments
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This is a good answer that gained two marks. The candidate clearly states  
that CITES controls trade of endangered species.

Examiner Comments
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Question 10 (a) (ii)
This question required candidates to explain why the dramatic fall in population of the 
Northern elephant seal had led to the increased risk of disease. Many candidates fully 
appreciated that the seal population had undergone a genetic bottleneck and as a result 
the gene pool was reduced. Fewer candidates referred to the probability of gaining 
two recessive alleles. Some candidates misunderstood the context of the question and 
discussed the transmission of infectious disease or suggested that pollution was affecting 
the seals. Candidates should also be clear about the distinction between the terms genetic 
bottleneck and founder effect.

This is a very good answer that explains the increased risk of being affected  
by disease due to recessive alleles and also explains the smaller gene pool  
due to a genetic bottleneck. It gained both marks.

Examiner Comments
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This is a very strong answer that explains the reduction in size of the gene  
pool and how this would affect the probability of gaining two recessive alleles.  
It gained two marks.

Examiner Comments

This answer gained one mark for the idea of a smaller gene pool. If the candidate  
had made it clear that there was more chance of harmful recessive alleles being  
passed down, a second mark would have been awarded.

Examiner Comments
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Question 10 (c) (i)
This question tested mathematical skills and required candidates to convert units correctly 
and carry out calculations of orders of magnitude. Many candidates found this very 
challenging and only the strongest responses gained all three marks. A common error 
was to calculate only the total volume of blood in one seal and then not go on to use this 
to determine the mass of haemoglobin. Many candidates also found converting between 
cubic decimetres and cubic centimetres very difficult and often multiplied by 1000 when 
they should have divided by 1000. In the new specification, a minimum of 10 % of the marks 
must be from level two mathematics questions, and it is important that candidates are fully 
conversant with all the necessary skills that are laid out in the specification.
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This answer gained two marks. The candidate has correctly divided by 1000,  
gaining mark point two, and then determined the mass of haemoglobin per  
cubic decimetre of blood to gain mark point one. They did not then multiply  
this by 400 kg to determine the total mass of haemoglobin in one seal.

Examiner Comments

Look at the mark allocation for calculations. There are often the same  
number of marks as there are steps in the calculation.

Examiner Tip
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This is an excellent answer and gains all three marks. The candidate has shown  
all their working and calculated the correct answer.

Examiner Comments
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Question 10 (c) (ii)
This question was the second six-mark, level-based question on the paper. The mark 
scheme shows indicative content that candidates may include in their answers and 
the descriptions of what an answer would be expected to have for it to gain each level. 
Candidates were presented with several sets of data regarding the maximum diving depths 
and physiology of different marine mammals and asked to analyse the patterns. The 
underlying theme is that deeper diving mammals need to spend longer under water and 
so need to store more oxygen. The deeper diving mammals are able to hold their breath 
longer but have less oxygen stored in lungs and so store the oxygen in the blood and 
muscles, having a higher haemoglobin content. Few candidates picked up that deeper diving 
mammals have less oxygen stored in the lungs as that would increase buoyancy or create 
problems with gas dissolving into the blood at high pressure.

Answers that only gave a description of the data and picked out a few correlations were 
restricted to level one. Those answers that went on to give an explanation of the data in 
terms of aerobic respiration rate, length of time under water were classed as level two 
answers. Where candidates gave a detailed description and explanation of the diving 
depths, lung volumes and blood and body oxygen storage together with some quantitative 
comparison they were awarded five or six marks for a level three answer. The question 
stem contained the phrase "analyse the data". This means that candidates should (a) quote 
examples of data from what they are presented with to support their conclusions and (b) 
attempt some form of manipulation of the data. A few outstanding answers were seen 
where candidates had actually carried out calculations to determine masses of oxygen 
found in different tissues or compared the total haemoglobin masses of different mammals.

The question discriminated well with a diverse range of answers seen. Some answers were 
outstanding and gave accurate descriptions of the data with appropriate explanations 
supported by manipulated data. Where candidates scored less well, they often simply 
described a small number of patterns and did not attempt any explanations. A common 
misconception was that marine mammals have gills and some candidates wrote answers 
about reduced oxygen concentrations in deeper water necessitating counter current 
systems and large surface area to volume ratios in gills.
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This answer was classed as a level one answer and gained one mark.  
There is a very basic description but no explanation.

Examiner Comments

If a question asks you to “analyse the data” you need to refer to the data  
in your answer and ideally carry out some manipulations.

Examiner Tip
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This answer gives a basic description of some aspects of the data. Little  
explanation is attempted although there are some references to data from  
the tables. As there is little explanation, it was classed as a level one answer  
and was awarded two marks.

Examiner Comments

This answer was classed as level one and awarded two marks. There is a basic  
description with some effort to support it with data from the table. There is no  
real explanation, however, so it does not gain a level two mark.

Examiner Comments
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This answer has a description of some of the patterns and goes on to give  
a limited explanation in terms of myoglobin content storing oxygen in muscles  
and the length of time spent under water. The explanation classes this as a level  
two answer but as the level of description is not very detailed and there is little  
explanation, it was awarded three marks.

Examiner Comments
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This answer was classed as a level two answer and was awarded four marks. There is  
a good, although not detailed description of some of the patterns and some explanation  
that is supported by data from the table.

Examiner Comments
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This is a very good answer that has a detailed description of several of the  
patterns. A good explanation is offered and this is supported by references  
to data from the table. It was classed as a level three answer and awarded five  
marks; a little more explanation and the use of manipulated data would have  
given it six marks.

Examiner Comments
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This answer was classed as level three and awarded five marks. There is  
a detailed description of several of the patterns and good explanations.  
An attempt has been made to manipulate the data but only at a basic level.

Examiner Comments
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Paper summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:

• be fully familiar with all the mathematical skills required by the specification;

• use accurate and precise vocabulary at all times;

• be fully familiar with each of the command words listed in the specification;

• support your answer with data when asked to "analyse the data";

• maintain a steady pace throughout the examination;

• plan answers for the longer questions before putting pen to paper;

• appreciate that for the level-based questions there may be different ways to structure 
your answer, all of which may be equally creditworthy.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this 
link:

http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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